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Abstract

That pose retrieval is possible at all in uncontrolled video
is due to the considerable progress over the past few years
in detecting humans [9, 21] and human layout in still images [12, 23, 24, 28] and video [13, 27]. For human layout,
early innovations succeeded for naked humans on uncluttered backgrounds [15], or by suppressing clutter by background subtraction [20]. With the addition of better segmentation [7, 29], better features, e.g. HOG [9], and more
efficient inference on trees [12], humans and their limb
configuration could be localized even with unknown clothing, in odd poses [24], and against very challenging backgrounds [13].
We investigate pose retrieval on two parallel threads. The
first is the most flexible: we localize the 2D spatial layout
of body parts for the upper body of all humans in the video
(head, torso, lower and upper arms). Our approach is based
on [13], and is aimed at near-frontal and near-rear poses
(i.e. no profile views). We improve on this method, as described and quantified in section 2. Given this spatial layout,
in section 3, we define three pose descriptors and associated
similarity measures and compare their performance for pose
retrieval. A query pose can be specified by a single example or a set of examples. In the latter case we first train
a linear classifier on the provided examples, and compare
performance between the two cases.
The second thread starts with a simple upper body human detector, and then computes a pose descriptor using
HOG [9] (section 4). This provides a baseline comparison
with the layout thread, and in a similar manner both query
on a single pose and training a classifier are compared.
The methods we develop, representing the 2D spatial
configuration, are complementary to the recent work on
recognizing actions using low level spatio-temporal features [5, 10, 19, 25] or intermediate level features (sets of
low level spatio-temporal features) [11], and can provide
the starting point for action recognition using 2D silhouettes [14] or motion history images [6].

We describe a method for retrieving shots containing a
particular 2D human pose from unconstrained movie and
TV videos. The method involves first localizing the spatial layout of the head, torso and limbs in individual frames
using pictorial structures, and associating these through a
shot by tracking. A feature vector describing the pose is
then constructed from the pictorial structure. Shots can be
retrieved either by querying on a single frame with the desired pose, or through a pose classifier trained from a set of
pose examples.
Our main contribution is an effective system for retrieving people based on their pose, and in particular we propose and investigate several pose descriptors which are person, clothing, background and lighting independent. As a
second contribution, we improve the performance over existing methods for localizing upper body layout on unconstrained video.
We compare the spatial layout pose retrieval to a baseline method where poses are retrieved using a HOG descriptor. Performance is assessed on five episodes of the
TV series ’Buffy the Vampire Slayer’, and pose retrieval is
demonstrated also on three Hollywood movies.

1. Introduction
The objective of this work is to retrieve those shots containing a particular human pose from a database of videos.
We are interested in unconstrained video, such as movies or
TV shows, and specify pose as a 2D spatial configuration of
body parts. Often a pose, or pose sequence, characterizes a
person’s attitude or action.
Being able to search video material by pose provides another access mechanism over searching for shots containing a particular object or location [32], person [3, 22, 31],
action [5, 19], object category or scene category (e.g. indoors/outdoors). We demonstrate in this work that from
a single query frame we can retrieve shots containing that
pose for different people, lighting, clothing, scale and backgrounds.

2. Human pose estimation
The task of pose estimation is to recover the articulated
2D pose of all visible persons in every video frame, as the
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Figure 1. Pose estimation. (a) Input frame with detected upperbody (inner rectangle), and enlarged region for further processing
(outer rectangle). (b) Foreground highlighting removes part of the
background clutter. (c) Estimated pose, including our improvements over [13]. The color coding is: red = torso, blue = upper
arms and head, green = lower arms. Color planes are superimposed, e.g. yellow indicates either lower arm and torso, or torso
and head.

location, orientation and scale of their body parts. In this
section we review our method for pose estimation [13] (subsection 2.1), and then describe two extensions to improve
its performance (subsection 2.2). The explanations focus
on the upper-body case, which has N = 6 body parts, but
the method is applicable to full bodies as well (see section
4 in [13]).

2.1. The base method of Ferrari et al [13]
Our pose estimation system [13] enables fully automatic
2D human pose estimation in uncontrolled video, such as
TV shows and movies. Direct pose estimation on this uncontrolled material is often too difficult, especially when
knowing nothing about the location, scale, pose, and appearance of the person, or even whether there is a person
in the frame or not. Therefore, in [13] we decompose the
problem by first determining the approximate location and
scale of the person in each frame using an upper body detector, and then applying a pose estimation method based
on fitting pictorial structures (figure 1a). After applying
the upper-body detector to every frame in the shot independently, the resulting detections are associated over time into
tracks, each connecting the detections of the same person
throughout a shot.
We now describe our base method [13] in more detail,
as we will improve on it below. Following upper body detection, an area of quite some size needs to be searched for
body parts (it needs to cover out-stretched arms for example). This enlarged region is derived from the detection as
shown in figure 1a. Within this region foreground highlighting is applied by using GrabCut [29] to determine a
foreground area where the human may be, and exclude part
of the background clutter (figure 1b), and thus ease the task
of subsequent model fitting. GrabCut requires an initialization for the foreground and background regions. They
are provided in [13] as the portions of the enlarged region
likely to contain the head and torso (for foreground) and
away from this area for background.
The next stage, parsing, fits a pictorial structure
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Figure 2. Improved pose estimation. (a) Input frame. (b-top)
Pose estimated using base method [13]. (c-top) The improvement
by adding position priors. (b-bottom) Pose estimated using the
kinematic tree model of the base method. (c-bottom) The improvement by adding the the repulsive model.

model [12], restricting the search to the foreground area.
We use the method of Ramanan [26], which captures the
appearance and spatial configuration of body parts. A person’s body parts are tied together in a tree-structured conditional random field. Parts, li , are oriented patches of fixed
size, and their position is parameterized by location (x, y)
and orientation θ. The posterior of a configuration of parts
L = {li } given an image I is
0

P (L|I) ∝ exp @
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X
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The pairwise potential Ψ(li , lj ) corresponds to a spatial
prior on the relative position of parts and embeds the kinematic constraints (e.g. the upper arms must be attached to
the torso). The unary potential Φ(li |I) corresponds to the
local image evidence for a part in a particular position (likelihood). As the model structure E is a tree, inference is
performed exactly by sum-product Belief Propagation.
Since the appearance of the parts is initially unknown,
a first inference uses only edge features in Φ. This delivers soft estimates of body part positions, which are used to
build appearance models of the parts and background (color
histograms). Inference in then repeated with Φ using both
edges and appearance. This parsing technique simultaneously estimates pose and appearance of parts.
For each body part, parsing delivers a posterior marginal
distribution over location and orientation (x, y, θ) (more details in section 3.1).

2.2. Improvements over the base method
We present here two extensions to [13] and a quantitative
evaluation demonstrating how they improve pose estimation
performance. Better pose estimates are desirable, because
we expect they will in turn lead to better pose retrieval.
Position priors. The implicit assumption exploited by
[13] is that people appear upright in the image. This un-

derpins the design of the helpful preprocessing stages such
as upper-body detection and foreground highlighting.
Here, we present an additional way to take advantage of
the upright assumption. We extend the model (1) by adding
priors Υ(lhead ), Υ(ltorso ) requiring the orientation of the
torso and head to be near-vertical. Υ(·) gives uniform probability to a few values of θ around vertical, and zero probability to other orientations. This further reduces the search
space for torso and head, thus improving the chances that
they will be correctly estimated (figure 2-top). Moreover, it
also benefits the pose estimation for the arms, because the
torso induces constrains on their position through the kinematic prior Ψ.
Repulsive model. A well-known problem with pictorial
structure models is that different body parts can take on
similar (x, y, θ) states, and therefore cover the same image
pixels. Typically this happens for the left and right lower
arms, when the image likelihood for one is substantially better than the likelihood for the other. It is a consequence of
the model being a tree, assuming conditional independence
between the left and right arms. This is referred to as the
double-counting problem and has been noted by other authors [30]. One solution, adopted in previous work, is to
explicitly model limb occlusion by introducing layers into
the model [2, 17, 30], though the graphical model is then no
longer a tree.
Here, in order to alleviate the double-counting problem we propose a simple and effective method (figure 2bottom). We add to the kinematic tree model two repulsive edges, connecting the left upper arm to the right upper
arm, and the left lower arm to the right lower arm. Again,
the model is no longer a tree. These new edges carry a repulsive prior Λ(li , lj ) which gives lower probability when
parts li and lj overlap than when they don’t. Therefore, the
extended model prefers configurations of body parts where
the left and right arms are not superimposed, but it does not
forbid them. If the image evidence in their favor is strong
enough, inference will return configurations with overlapping arms. This properly reflects our prior knowledge that
the arms occlude each other in a minority of images. Approximate inference in the extended graphical model is performed with sum-product Loopy Belief Propagation [4].
Impact on performance. The qualitative benefit of the
two improvements are illustrated in figure 2. A quantitative
evaluation is obtained using the stickmen annotated data [1]
and the performance measure given in [13]. The original
algorithm of [13] correctly estimates 56% of the 1458 body
parts in this dataset. Using the position priors above brings
performance to 65.9%, and this rises to 69.5% with small
additional corrections to the kinematic prior, and to 72.2%
by using also the proposed repulsive model. This is a substantial improvement over [13]. Note, we perform pose estimation in every frame independently, as we do not transfer
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Figure 3. Detailed pose estimate. (a) Input frame (cropped to the
enlarged region, as in figure 1a). (b) Estimated pose for right upper arm (RUA, top) and right lower arm (RLA bottom). Each row
shows the posterior marginal P (li = (x, y, θ)) as a function of
(x, y) for four values of θ (out of 24). (c) Visualization obtained
by convolving rectangles representing body parts, with their corresponding posterior.

appearance models between frames, nor use temporal priors
(both are used in [13]).

3. Articulation-based Pose Retrieval
In this section we present our pose retrieval approach,
which is based on the articulated pose estimates from section 2. Later, in section 4, we explore an alternative system
based on simpler, lower level features (HOG).
We define pose retrieval as the task of retrieving shots
containing any person in a given pose from a (possibly
large) database of videos (retrieval database). Analogous
to image retrieval the user can specify the target pose by
selecting a single frame containing it. This query frame is
not required to belong to the retrieval database. External
queries are also supported.
As a second mode of operation, a set of training frames
containing the desired pose can be provided, typically covering various persons in diverse environments. In this mode,
the system has the opportunity to learn a classifier specific
to the desired pose. We refer to the two modes as query
mode (subsection 3.2), and classifier mode (subsection 3.3)
respectively.

3.1. Pose descriptors
The procedure in section 2 outputs a track of pose estimates for each person in a shot. For each frame in a track,
the pose estimate E = {Ei }i=1..N consists of the posterior marginal distributions Ei = P (li = (x, y, θ)) over the
position of each body part i (figure 3b), where N is the
number of parts. Location (x, y) is in the scale-normalized
coordinate frame centered on the person’s head delivered
by the initial upper body detection, making the representation translation and scale invariant. Moreover, the pose estimation process factors out variations due to clothing and
background, making E well suited for pose retrieval, as it
conveys a purely spatial arrangements of body parts.
In this section we present three pose descriptors derived
from E. Of course there is a wide range of descriptors that
could be derived and here we only probe three points, vary-
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Figure 4. Descriptor B. (a) Distribution over orientations (x-axis)
o
for RUA P (lRU
A = θ) from figure 3b. (b) Distribution over relative orientation (x-axis) from RUA to RLA P (r(lRU A , lRLA ) =
ρ), in degrees. (c) Distribution over relative location (x-axis) from
xy
xy
− lRU
RUA to RLA P (lRLA
A = δ).

ing the dimension of the descriptor and what is represented
from E. Each one is chosen to emphasize different aspects,
e.g. whether absolute position (relative to the original upper
body detection) should be used, or only relative (to allow
for translation errors in the original detection).
Descriptor A: part positions. A simple descriptor is obtained by downsizing E to make it more compact and robust
to small shifts and intra-class variation. Each Ei is initially
a 141 × 159 × 24 discrete distribution over (x, y, θ), and it
is resized down separately to 20 × 16 × 8 bins. The overall
descriptor dA (E) is composed of the 6 resized Ei , and has
20 × 16 × 8 × 6 = 15360 values.
Descriptor B: part orientations, relative locations, and
relative orientations. The second descriptor encodes the
relative locations and relative orientations between pairs of
body parts, in addition to absolute orientations of individual
body parts.
The probability P (lio = θ) that part li has orientation θ
is obtained by marginalizing out location (figure 4a)
P (lio = θ) =

X

P (li = (x, y, θ))

(2)

(x,y)

The probability P (r(lio , ljo ) = ρ) that the relative orientation r(lio , ljo ) from part li to lj is ρ is
P (r(lio , ljo ) = ρ) =

X

P (lio = θi )·P (ljo = θj )·1(r(θi , θj ) = ρ)

(θi ,θj )

(3)

where r(·, ·) is a circular difference operator, and the indicator function 1(·) is 1 when the argument is true, and
0 otherwise. This sums the product of the probabilities
of the parts taking on a pair of orientations, over all pairs
leading to relative orientation ρ (figure 4b). It can be implemented efficiently by building a 2D table T (lio , ljo ) =
P (lio = θi ) · P (ljo = θj ) and summing over the diagonals
(each diagonal corresponds to a different ρ).
The probability P (lixy − ljxy = δ) of relative location
δ = (δx , δy ) is built in an analogous way (figure 4c). It
involves the 4D table T (lix , liy , ljx , ljy ), and summing over
lines corresponding to constant δ.
By recording geometric relations between parts, this
descriptor can capture local structures characteristic for a

Figure 5. Descriptor C. Soft-segmentations for torso, RUA, RLA
and head from figure 3b (displayed here in full resolution; the actual descriptor is downsized).

pose, such as the right angle between the upper and lower
arm in the ‘hips’ pose (figure 7). Moreover, locations of
individual parts are not included, only relative locations between parts. This makes the descriptor fully translation invariant, and unaffected by inaccurate initial detections.
To compose the overall descriptor, a distribution over
θ is computed using (2) for each body part, and distributions over ρ and over δ are computed (3) for each pair
of body parts. For the upper-body case, there are 15
pairs and the overall descriptor is the collection of these
6 + 15 + 15 = 36 distributions. Each orientation distribution, and each relative orientation distribution, has 24 bins.
The relative location is downsized to 7 × 9, resulting in
24 · 6 + 24 · 15 + 9 · 7 · 15 = 1449 total values.
Descriptor C: part soft-segmentations. The third descriptor is based on soft-segmentations. For each body part
li , we derive a soft-segmentation of the image pixels as belonging to li or not. This is achieved by convolving a rectangle representing the body part with its corresponding distribution P (li ). Every pixel in the soft-segmentation takes
on a value in [0, 1], and can be interpreted as the probability
that it belongs to li (figure 5).
Each soft-segmentation is now downsized to 20 × 16 for
compactness and robustness, leading to an overall descriptor of dimensionality 20×16×6 = 1920. As this descriptor
captures the silhouette of individual body parts separately, it
provides a more distinctive representation of pose compared
to a single global silhouette, e.g. as used in [5, 16].

3.2. Query mode
In query mode, the user specifies the target pose with a
single frame q. Through the techniques above, for every
person in a shot of the retrieval database we obtain a series
of pose descriptors df , one per video frame f in the track.
In order to search the database for shots containing the
target pose, we need (i) a similarity measure between pose
descriptors, for comparing the query dq to descriptors df
from the database, and (ii) a strategy to score a shot, based
on the similarity scores to all the descriptors it contains. The
final output of the pose retrieval system is a list of all shots,
ranked by their score.
Similarity measures. Each descriptor type (A–C) has an
accompanying similarity measure sim(dq , df ):

Descriptor A. The combined Bhattacharyya similarity ρ of
the descriptor di for each body part i: simA
(d , d ) =
P p q f
P
i
i
a(j) · b(j)
ρ(d
,
d
).
As
argued
in
[8],
ρ(a,
b)
=
q f
j
i
is a suitable measure of the similarity between two discrete
distributions a, b (with j running over the histogram bins).
Descriptor B. The combined Bhattacharyya similarity over
all descriptor components: orientation for each body part,
relative orientation and relative location for each pair of
body parts.
Descriptor C. The sum over the similarity ofPthe softsegmentations di for each part: simC (dq , df ) = i diq · dif .
The dot-product · computes the overlap area between two
soft-segmentations, and therefore is a suitable similarity
measure.
Shot scores. The score of a shot is set to that of the best
scoring track, i.e. the person considered most likely to be
carrying out the query pose. We propose here different
strategies for scoring a track:
One-to-one. The track score is simply the maximum similarity of dq to every frame: maxi sim(dq , di ).
Top-k average. The track score is the average over the top
k frames most similar to dq .
Query interval. Consider a short time interval around the
query frame q. The score of a track frame is the maximum
similarity over this query interval. This improves results
when pose estimation performs better in a frame near q.
The last two strategies can be combined, resulting in
a track score integrating several query frames and several
track frames.

3.3. Classifier mode
In classifier mode, a set S + of training frames is made
available to the system. S + includes all frames containing the target pose, from a small number of videos V (e.g.
from examples of that pose from a number of shots covering
different people and clothing). For frames containing multiple people, S + also indicates which of them is performing
the target pose. A discriminative classifier specific to the
desired pose is first learnt, and then used for scoring shots
from the retrieval database.
Training a classifier. A linear SVM is trained from S +
and a negative training set S − of frames not containing
the target pose. S − is constructed by randomly sampling
frames from V , and then removing those in S + . The descriptors presented in subsection 3.1 are extracted for all
frames in S + and S − , and presented as feature vectors to
the SVM trainer. For a frame of S + , only the descriptor corresponding to the person performing the pose is included.
Optionally, S + can be augmented by perturbing the original pose estimates E with small scalings, rotations, and
translations before computing their descriptors. As noted

by [18], this practice improves the generalization ability of
the classifier. The augmented S + is 9 times larger.
Searching the database. When searching the database
the SVM classifier is applied to all descriptors, and the output distance to the hyperplane is used as a score. Therefore, the SVM plays the same role as the similarity measure
in query mode. Apart from this, the system operates as in
query mode, including using different shot scoring strategies (e.g. top-k average) as above. The classifier mode has
the potential to be more accurate than query mode, as it
explicitly learns to distinguish the target pose from others.
As an additional benefit, with the linear SVM we can learn
which of the components of the feature vector are important
from the hyperplane weighting.

4. HOG-based Pose Retrieval
We describe now our baseline pose retrieval system,
which uses a Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [9]
descriptor for each upper body detection in a track, rather
than the pose descriptors computed from the pictorial structure inference. In order to be able to capture the pose at all
in a descriptor, the window must be enlarged over the size
of the original upper body detection, and we use here the enlarged region show in figure 1a (the same region is used as
the starting point for fitting the articulated model). For the
HOG computation this is resized to a standard 116 × 130
pixels (width × height).
We employ the HOG pose descriptor for pose retrieval in
the same manner as the descriptors of section 3:
Query mode. The HOG-based query mode proceeds as
in section 3.2, using the negative Euclidean distance between two HOG descriptors as a similarity measure. Other
than scale and translation invariance we do not expect this
descriptor to have the same invariances as the articulated
model descriptors (such as clothing invariance). In particular, we expect it to be very sensitive to background clutter
since every gradient in the enlarged region counts.
Classifier mode. Here a classifier is trained for specific
poses, e.g. hips, using the same training data as in section 3.3. This has a similar objective to the keyframe pose
search of [19] (e.g. a classifier for the pose of coffee at the
mouth). As in [9], we use a round of bootstrapping to improve the performance. The classifier from the first round
is applied to a large set of negative frames from the training videos (constructed as S − in section 3.3). In the second
round we add to the negative set the most positively scoring
negative frames, so as to double its size, and the classifier is
then re-trained.
We would expect the classifier to learn to suppress background clutter to some extent, so that this mode would have
superior performance over the query mode. Also, this is a
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Figure 6. (a) HOG-based hips classifier. Left: positive values of
the hyperplane learnt by the SVM. The hips-pose is just visible in
the orientation flow on the left side. Right: negative values. (b)
Example precision/recall plots for experiment 1 (section 5.1),
showing performance of descriptor C (solid) on hips (blue) and
rest (red) poses, each for the query leading to the best AP. The
dashed curves show the same for HOG, also for the queries leading
to its best AP.

linear classifier, so the weight vector can be visualized to
determine which areas of the descriptors are significant for
discriminating a pose. An example is shown in figure 6a,
with the details of the training given in section 5.2.

5. Experiments
We present experiments on a video database consisting
of TV show episodes and Hollywood movies. For each
video the following steps are carried out: first it is partitioned into shots; then an upper body (UB) detector is run
on every frame and tracked through the shot using [13]; for
each track, we apply our improved pose estimation algorithm from section 2 on every frame with a detection; and
finally for each detection we have three descriptors (A–C)
computed from the fitted articulated model, and a HOG descriptor of the enlarged region (which is used for the baseline comparisons).
Video data and ground truth labelling. We show quantitative evaluations on five episodes of the TV series ‘Buffy
the Vampire Slayer’ (episodes 2–6 of the fifth season, a total
of 1394 shots containing any upper body, or about 130000
frames). In addition, we also show retrieval examples on
three Hollywood movies, ‘Gandhi’, ‘Four Weddings and a
Funeral’, and ‘Love Actually’, for a total of 1303 shots with
upper bodies (about 210000 frames).
For the five Buffy episodes every shot is ground truth labelled as to which of three canonical poses it contains: hips,
rest, and folded (figure 7). Three labels are possible indicating whether the shot contains the pose, does not contain the
pose, of if the frame is ambiguous for that pose. Ambiguous
cases, e.g. when one arm is occluded or outside the image,
are ignored in both training and testing. The statistics for
these poses are given in table 1. As the ground truth labelling of these episodes is algorithm independent, we use
it to assess precision/recall performance for the target poses,
and to compare different descriptors and search options. We

Figure 7. Canonical poses labelled in ground truth. From top
to bottom: four instances of hips, rest, and folded. These are also
used as queries in section 5.1.

have released this ground truth annotation on the web [1].

5.1. Experiment 1: Query mode – Buffy
For each pose we select 7 query frames from the 5 Buffy
episodes. Having several queries for each pose allows to
average out performance variations due to different queries,
leading to more stable quantitative evaluations. Each query
is searched for in all 5 episodes, which form the retrieval
database for this experiment. For each query, performance
is assessed by the average precision (AP), which is the area
under the precision/recall curve. As a summary measure
for each pose, we compute the mean AP over its 7 queries
(mAP). Three queries for each pose are shown in figure 7.
In all quantitative evaluations, we run the search over all
shots containing at least one upper body track.
Shot scores. We investigate the impact of the different
strategies for scoring tracks, while keeping the descriptor
fixed to A (section 3.2). Both ideas of query interval and
top-k average bring a visible improvement. We found a
query interval of 5 frames and k = 10 to perform best,
and to improve mAP for ‘hips’ to 26.3%, from the 21.5%
achieved by the straightforward one-to-one approach. In
the following experiments, we leave these parameters fixed
at this optimal value.
Descriptors. As table 1 shows, pose retrieval based on articulated pose estimation performs substantially better than
the HOG baseline (section 4), on all poses, and for all three
descriptors we propose (section 3.1). As the query pose occurs infrequently in the database, absolute performance is
much better than chance (e.g. ‘hips’ occurs only in 3% of
the shots), and we consider it very good given the high challenge posed by the task 1 . While most of the top 10 shots re1 The pose retrieval task is harder than simply classifying images into
three pose classes. For each query the entire database of 5 full-length
episodes is searched, which contains many different poses.

Figure 8. Query mode. Left: Hips. Top 9 returned shots for the result with the highest mAP (45.6). The query is the first frame. Notice
how Joyce (Buffy’s mother) is returned at rank #7. The system also returns a box around the person with pose most similar to the query
(marked green when correct, and red otherwise). Right: Rest. Top 9 returned shots for the result with the highest mAP (61.5). Again, the
query is the first frame. Note, the variety of clothing, backgrounds, and people retrieved starting from a single query frame.

hips
rest
folded

A
26.3
38.7
14.5

B
24.8
39.9
15.4

C
25.5
34.0
14.3

HOG
8.0
16.9
8.1

instances
31 / 983
108 / 950
49 / 991

chance
3.2 %
11.4 %
4.9 %

Table 1. Experiment 1. Query mode (test set = episodes 1–6).
For each pose and descriptor, the table reports the mean average
precision (mAP) over 7 query frames. The fifth column shows the
number of instances of the pose in the database, versus the total
number of shots searched (the number of shot varies due to different poses having different numbers of shots marked as ambiguous
in the ground-truth). The last column shows the corresponding
chance level.

turned by our system are typically correct, precision is only
high at low recall, which explains why the mAP are quite
below 100% (see figure 6b). Notice how HOG also performs better than chance, because shots with frames very
similar to the query are highly ranked, but it fails to generalize.
As shown in figure 8, our method succeeds in returning
different people, wearing different clothes, at various scales,
background, and lighting conditions, starting from a single
query frame. Interestingly, no single descriptor outperforms
the others for all poses, but the more complex descriptors A
and B do somewhat better than C on average.

5.2. Experiment 2: Classifier mode – Buffy
We evaluate here the classifier mode. For each pose we
use episodes 2 and 3 as the set V used to train the classifier
(section 3.3). The positive training set S + contains all time
intervals over which a person holds the pose (also marked
in the ground-truth). The classifier is then tested on the
remaining episodes (4,5,6). Again we assess performance
using mAP. In order to compare fairly to query mode, for
each pose we re-run using only query frames from episodes
2 and 3 and searching only on episodes 4–6 (there are 3

such queries for hips, 3 for rest, and 2 for folded). Results
are given in table 2.
Several interesting observations can be made. First, the
three articulated pose descriptors A–C do better than HOG
on hips and rest also in classifier mode. This highlights their
suitability for pose retrieval. On folded, descriptor C performs about as well as HOG. Second, when compared on
the same test data, HOG performs better in classifier mode
than in query mode, for all poses. This confirms our expectations from section 4, as it can learn to suppress background clutter and to generalize to other clothing/people, to
some extent. Third, the articulated pose descriptors, which
do well already in query mode, benefit from classifier mode
when there is enough training data (i.e. on the rest pose).
There are only 16 instances of hips in episodes 2 and 3, and
11 of folded, whereas there are 39 of rest. To further complicate the learning task, not all training poses are correctly
estimated (see evaluation in section 2.2). This phenomenon
is consistent over all three descriptors.

5.3. Experiment 3: Hollywood movies
To test the generalization ability of the proposed pose
representation even further, we search three hollywood
movies using several queries from ‘Gandhi’ (figure 9). As
the figure shows, our method can retrieve a variety of different poses, and finds matches across different movies.

6. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that query based pose retrieval
is possible on video material of high difficulty and variety.
This opens up the possibility of further video analysis looking at combinations of poses over time, and over several
characters within the same shot (interactions). Analogous
pose search methods can also be developed for other (nonhuman) animals. We are currently investigating clustering
on poses, so that typical poses of characters can be discov-
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Figure 9. Retrieval on hollywood movies. Three of the top 10 returned shots for each of 4 queries (rank marked on the bottom left). The
queries are from ‘Gandhi’ and the search is over all of ‘Gandhi’, ‘Four Weddings and a Funeral’, and ‘Love Actually’. The first image is
the query in each case. Notice the difference in illumination conditions, background, clothing and gender of the person between the query
and the returned shots. Also, several correct shots from ‘Four Weddings and a Funeral’ and ‘Love Actually’ are returned, given a query
from ‘Gandhi’ (e.g. 2nd and 3rd on top-left and top-right).

hips
rest
folded

A
9.2
48.2
8.6

Classifier Mode
B
C
HOG
16.8 10.8
6.8
38.7 41.1
18.4
12.1 13.1
13.6

A
33.9
36.8
9.7

Query mode
B
C
19.9 21.3
31.6 29.3
10.9
9.8

HOG
1.7
15.2
10.2

Table 2. Experiment 2. Left columns: classifier mode (test set =
episodes 4–6). Right columns: query mode on same test episodes
4–6 and using only queries from episodes 2 and 3. Each entry
reports AP for a different combination of pose and descriptor, averaged over 3 runs (as the negative training samples S − are randomly sampled).

ered from video material.
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